
From Story of a Soul by St. Therese 

Sometimes when I am in such a state of spiritual dryness that not a single good thought occurs 
to me, I say very slowly the “Our Father,” or the “Hail Mary,” and these prayers suffice to take 
me out of myself. 
I take refuge, then, in prayer, and turn to Mary, and our Lord always triumphs. 
My strength lies in prayer and sacrifice; they are invincible weapons, and touch hearts more 
surely than words can do, as I have learned by experience. 
We often think we receive graces and are divinely illuminated by means of brilliant candles. 
But from whence comes their light? From prayers, perhaps, of some humble, hidden soul, 
whose inward shining is not apparent to human eyes. 
In a word, prayer is something noble, supernatural, which expands my soul and unites it 
to God. 
For me, prayer is a burst from my heart, it is a simple glance thrown toward heaven, a cry of 
thanksgiving and love in times of trial as well as in times of joy. 
Frequently, only silence can express my prayer. 
Let us not grow tired of prayer: confidence works miracles. 
The power of prayer has been understood by all the saints, and especially, perhaps, by those 
who have illumined the world with the light of Christ’s teaching. 
My strength lies in prayer and sacrifice; they are invincible weapons, and touch hearts more 
surely than words can do, as I have learned by experience. 
Our fulcrum is God: our lever, prayer; prayer which burns with love. With that we can lift 
the world! 

Thoughts on This Writing 

What is repeated is often considered very important.  St. Therese repeats  
“My strength lies in prayer and sacrifice”.  
• Perhaps we can consider where “our” strength lies and if we desire any adjustment. 

A line in this passage has been quoted.  In a word, prayer is something noble, 
supernatural, which expands my soul and unites it to God.   
• What does that statement mean to you? If our soul has no substance, how can it expand? 

The last line is …. Our fulcrum is God: our lever, prayer; prayer which burns with love. 
With that we can lift the world!  This is especially meaningful when we contemplate:   
• PRAYER AS OUR LEVER — a bar that moves a heavy or firmly fixed load  
• GOD AS A FULCRUM — the point that supports the lever / the thing that plays a central role


